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ケニア国関係者との協議リスト

年/月/日 時間 会議方式 先方出席者 主な議題

2021/11/29 (月) 0730 – 0800 (KST) 対面 MoTIHUD 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/11/29 (月) 1200 – 1230 (KST) 対面 KRB 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/11/30 (火) 1000 – 1045 (KST) 対面 KeNHA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/11/30 (火) 1220 – 1240 (KST) 対面 KeNHA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/11/30 (火) 1400 – 1455 (KST) 対面 JICA ｹﾆｱ事務所 調査概要説明

2021/12/01 (水) 0900 – 0950 (KST) 対面 KURA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/12/02 (木) 1100 – 1145 (KST) 対面 KWS 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/12/02 (木) 1440 – 1530 (KST) 対面 KeRRA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/12/03 (金) 1110 – 1220 (KST) 対面 PPRA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/12/06 (月) 1245 – 1315 (KST) 対面 NCA 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/12/07 (火) 1215 – 1250 (KST) 対面 現地施工業者 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2023/01/23 (月) 0900 – 1010 (KST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 現地ｶｳﾝﾀｰﾊﾟｰﾄ 調査成果発表
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda Online Meeting - Kenya 
Date & Time Monday, 23 / Jan / 2023, 09:00  10:10 (Kenya Time)  
Venue Online 

Participants 

Kenya 
Eng. James Kung'u, Ministry of Roads and Transport, Chief Engineer 
Eng. Tom Omai, KRB, Director, Policy and Research 
Eng. Victor Odiwuor, KRB, Deputy Director, Policy and Research 
Eng. Tabitha Kariuki, KRB, Assistant Engineer 
Eng. Thomas Bundi, KRB, Senior Statistician 
Eng. Caleb M. Mathuva, KRB, Graduate Engineer 
Mr. Brigitta K. Mulango, KRB, Intern 
Mr. Diana W. Muita, KRB, Intern 
Eng. Phires Ogoti, KIHBT, Head of Roads Department 
Eng. Peter Mwaniki, KURA, Nairobi Region, Regional Director 
Eng. JOHN KAGOCHI MWANGI, KeRRA, Deputy Director, Structures 
Eng. Micah Aiyabei, KWS, Roads Manager 
Eng. VICTOR OKANDA, Javia Kenya Limited, Engineer 
Eng. Evans Ochola, Transportation Engineer 
Dr. Kunihiro HAYASHI, JICA BMS Project, Chief Advisor 
Mr. James Nyaga, JICA BMS Project, Local Staff 

JICA 
Mr. Shuntaro KAWAHARA, Senior Advisor, JICA-HQ 
Ms. Kanako SENDA, JICA-HQ 
Dr. Stephen Mogere, JICA Kenya Office 
Ms. Nzioka, Caroline, JICA Kenya Office 

JICA Study Team 
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant) 
Mr. Makoto NOZAWA (Deputy Chief Consultant) 
Mr. Takashi NAKAJIMA (Public Work Contract) 
Mr. Seiji OZAWA (Road Maintenance) 

Theme 

Presentation on the Research Outcome 
1. Opening Remark (JICA)
2. Presentation from JICA Study Team
3. Question and Answer
4. Closing Remark (Kenya)

Notes: 
1. Ms. Senda started the meeting by welcoming all the participants and thanking them for

attending. She then introduced the project outline and hoped to get some comments

from the Kenyan side.

2. Mr. Kobayashi began the presentation on the overall output in the study.

3. Then, Mr. Nakajima followed the presentation on findings from the survey in Kenya.
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4. After two presentations, the floor was opened for question and answer.

5. Eng. Omai had two comments. Firstly, he agreed with the suggestion that the contract

period of PBC contracts should be increased, as he felt that if the period was short,

the benefits would not be fully realized. Secondly, he suggested that a standard or

threshold should be set specifically for the Instructed Works (maybe maximum 30%)

in the hybrid PBC contract, as he wanted PBC to be applied on amateur roads where

there are not as many defects.

6. Eng. Bundi raised a question that whether there were any measures had been taken

to ensure that the livelihoods of the local people living near these projects were

improved. He added a comment that, in the presentation, he realized that the cost

failure in implementing PBC is the lack of cost estimation systems, and one of the

remedies is to seek donor support for these cost estimation systems.

7. Eng. Kagochi noted that the research has highlighted some areas that we need to work

on to improve and ensure that PBC takes root in Kenya. He then suggested to have

presentations from all the road agencies later to look at the quote actions on the areas

where we are not performing well and how we are putting in place to come out so that

we will see growth in the adaptation of the PBC system.

8. Eng. Mwaniki explained that roads in KURA are actually hybrid PBC because we are

coming from a state where the roads were not well maintained and we are trying to

bring them to a maintainable state and this will take some time due to limited resources.

He added that the issue of the balance between the PBC and instructed works for

Hybrid PBC which somebody has mentioned is because there is a lot of work in

instructed works for the development of these roads such as drainage rehabilitation.

Some contractors tend to put a lower rate than our estimate for total cost of Hybrid

PBC and they will put more money into instructed works than PBC. He followed that

procurement law in Kenya that does not allow to limit the contractors on how they are

going to put the rates in their contract. So when the contractor does like that, the PBC

element will have a very small allocation compared to the instructed works. Finally, he

suggested that a brainstorming was needed to see how we could address this issue.

9. Dr. Mogere asked Mr. Nakajima if he was confident that the results of the Kenyan case

would be published in such as international engineering journals. Mr. Nakajima replied

to him that we were confident because the research had strong support from the road

authorities. He added that the results were basically based on the actual data we have

collected, including all the road conditions, the interviews and even the HDM-4 analysis.

10. Dr. Mogere also asked same question to Kenya side.

we probably have to interact with the relevant agencies about the report, because there

are only a few participants in today's meeting. He followed that then we'll be able to
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make more comprehensive comments, because if it's questioned outside, otherwise, 

only those of us who are in this meeting know the results. 

11. Dr. Mogere pointed out that there was no answer for the question raised by Eng. Bundi.

Then Mr. Nakajima stated that the role of the contractor and authorities has been well

divided. Also, he added the size of PBC contracts in Kenya is rather small compared

to other countries and that was what would support the industry in Kenya.

12. Eng. Omai stated that currently KRB normally update the cost estimation manual for

Instructed Works every two years and just updated 2022-2023 version which can be

found in the KRB website. He went on to say that road authorities are required to carry

out a market survey of all inputs, including materials, equipment and even labour, and

KRB is in the process of automating this cost estimation process. He added that

perhaps the way forward now is to see how we can involve the PPRA so that we can

bring this issue of engineers' cost estimates back into our tender evaluations, because

that's actually a challenge of most contracts at the moment.

13.  ended the meeting by thanking for JICA Study Team and all the road 

agencies for the good research output. He also expressed his appreciation to JICA for 

the continues assistance to Kenya especially in the transport sector. He suggested to 

the road agencies and his colleagues that they will look at this result and get their 

comments or observations to answer whether this should be published. 

End 
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ラオス国関係者との協議リスト

年/月/日 時間 会議方式 先方出席者 主な議題

2021/11/30 (火) 1400 – 1500 (LST) 対面 ﾁｰﾑﾘｰﾀﾞｰ (ADB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/03 (金) 0915 – 1030 (LST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 請負業者 (ADB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/03 (金) 1400 – 1500 (LST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 請負業者 (ADB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/08 (火) 1015 – 1130 (LST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/08 (火) 1015 – 1130 (LST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/08 (火) 1500 – 1630 (LST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/08 (火)  書面 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況回答 
2021/12/08 (火)  書面 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況回答 
2021/12/08 (火)  書面 請負業者 (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況回答 
2021/12/09 (木) 1330 – 1500 (LST) 対面 ﾁｰﾑﾘｰﾀﾞｰ (WB ﾌﾟﾛｼﾞｪｸﾄ) PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2022/06/13 (月) 1330 – 1500 (LST) 対面 RAD PBC 管理体制聴き取り
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フィリピン国関係者との協議リスト

年/月/日 時間 会議方式 先方出席者 主な議題

2022/03/10 (木) 1500 – 1630 (PST) 対面 RMC2-UPMO PBC 管理体制聴き取り

2022/03/11 (金) 0900 – 1100 (PST) 対面 RMC2-UPMO PBC 管理状況聴き取り

2022/03/11 (金) 1330 – 1500 (PST) 対面 BOM PBC 管理状況聴き取り

書面 請負業者 PBC 実施状況回答 
書面 RMC1(B)-UPMO PBC 管理状況回答 
書面 請負業者 (PBM-4) PBC 実施状況回答 
書面 RMC2-UPMO PBC 管理状況回答 

2023/01/25 (水) 1300 – 1400 (JST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ DPWH 調査成果発表
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MINUTES 

Survey Name/ 
Meeting Name 

Basic Research on Technical Cooperation of Performance-Based Road 
Maintenance Contract/ Presentation on the Research Outcome: 

Time 2023/01/25 13:00-14:00 (JST) 
Location Web Meeting 

Attendees 

【JICA】 
HQ：Kondo R 
Philippines Office: Inoue Y, Takahashi K 

【DPWH (Philippines )】 
Mendosa R.C. (PM III), Aranaz A.E.R (PM I),  Graza N.T (PM III), Navarro 
E.D (PM II), Kabiling M.B (PM III), Bulan D.B (EIII), DACANAY R (EII),
Baylon O (E III)
【Consultant】
OCG：Kobayashi H、Nozawa M

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
Agenda 
 Presentation and discussion on the Research Outcome 

Speaker 
（Titles 

Omitted） 
Content 

JICA HQ 
Kondo 

He opened the meeting by thanking everyone for their cooperation in the project and 
initiated introductions of all attendees. 

OCG 
Kobayashi 

Presentation and explanation of the Research Outcome 

JICA HQ 
Kondo 

 He requested comments and questions on the Research Outcome from the Philippine 
side 

 He also requested questions from the Consultant to the Philippine side 

OCG 
Nozawa 

 He observed both WB and JICA PBC project sections under PBC.  
 He requested the Philippine side to share their summary and experience of the two 

sections. 
 He also requested the Philippines side to share additional information and questions 

from other PBC projects such as Mindanao Project. 

DPWH 
Aranaz 

 He requested Mr Nozawa san to explain the differences between the WB and JICA 
PBC project sections 

OCG 
Nozawa 

He highlighted the following differences: 

1. Scale of initial rehabilitation before the projects was different. The JICA section had
significant/sufficient rehabilitation before the PBC project while the WB section had
minimum rehabilitation only. Therefore, the starting conditions were different at the
start of the survey

2. Study of the PBC contract documents (including service level items) for road
maintenance under JICA and WB projects showed that the service level items in the
Philippines were more detailed than in other countries

3. Inspection methods were also different. In the Philippines, more detailed inspection
was conducted on the entire stretch. However, in other countries such as US and
Chile, only sample inspection was conducted.

DPWH  Selection of the road to maintain was another point of difference between the JICA 
section and WB section. The JICA section had asphalt overlay for entire stretch but 
WB section focused on parts of stretch. Therefore JICA section could be maintained 
more. 
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Speaker 
（Titles 

Omitted） 
Content 

 Consideration of maintenance type was another difference. The JICA section took 
into consideration sections requiring special treatment intervention. However, WB 
sections only required usual maintenance and rehabilitation.  

OCG 
Kobayashi  

He inquired if the 2 road sections are being maintained by direct/force account and if a 
private company was contracted. 

DPWH After the PBC project, maintenance of sections are handed over to DPWH. No private 
company is contracted for maintenance and DPWH regional offices use own maintenance 
teams.  

OCG 
Nozawa 

Based on their acquired knowledge of the advantages of PBC, will DPWH switch to PBC 
under own budget? 

DPWH Because of constraints in the maintenance budget, there are no current plans to apply PBC 
by DPWH fund.   

OCG 
Kobayashi 

With no further comments from the consultant, he handed the proceedings back to Mr. 
Kondo. 

JICA HQ 
Kondo 

He invited further comments up to the end of the week, thanked everyone for attending 
and closed the meeting.  

以上
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チリ国関係者との協議リスト

年/月/日 時間 会議方式 先方出席者 主な議題

2021/11/12 (金) 2000 – 2100 (JST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 公共事業省､JICA 事務所 調査概要説明･協力依頼

2021/11/26 (金) 0900 – 1020 (CST) 対面 公共事業省保全局 PBC 管理状況聴き取り

2021/11/26 (金) 1040 – 1120 (CST) 対面 公共事業省ｺﾝｾｯｼｮﾝ事業局 PPP 管理状況聴き取り

2021/12/06 (月) 1500 – 1630 (CST) 対面 ｺﾝｾｯｼｮﾝ事業者 PPP 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/07 (火) 1000 – 1115 (CST) 対面 現地施工業者 PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2021/12/10 (金) 0930 – 1030 (CST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 現地施工業者 PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2022/04/11 (月) 0930 – 1100 (CST) 対面 現地施工業者 PBC 実施状況聴き取り

2023/01/19 (木) 2000 – 2100 (JST) ｵﾝﾗｲﾝ 公共事業省､JICA 事務所 調査成果発表
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda Kick-Off-Meeting of the Project (Chile) 
Date & Time Friday, 12 / Nov / 2021 08:00 (Chile) / 20:00 (Japan) 
Venue Via remote communication 

Participants 

- Ministry of Public Works of Chile (MOP)
Mr. Ernesto Barrera, Head of National Conservation Department
Mr. Mario Anguita, Deputy Head of National Conservation Department
Mr. Oscar Garrido, National Conservation Department

- JICA HQ
Mr. Tsuyoshi MIZUNO

- JICA Chile Office
Mr. Shoji OZAWA
Ms. Toshimi KOBAYASHI

- Oriental Consultants Global
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Makoto NOZAWA (Deputy Chief Consultant)
Mr. Takafumi KAMEDA (Project Coordinator)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. The kick-off meeting began with all participants introducing themselves.

2. Mr. Kobayashi proceeded to present the Project outline for MOP. And Mr. Kobayashi

also explained his field work schedule in Chile (17/Nov – 11/Dec).

3. Mr. Barrera made it clear that his department does not oversee concession projects.

Instead, they oversee all public roads that are NOT managed under concession

projects.

4. Mr. Barrera expressed that the roads under PBC that they oversee do not consider IRI

(International Roughness Index) measurements.

5. Ms. Kobayashi (JICA-Chile) mentioned that she was in contact with the Ministry’s

Department of Concessions and that they could not attend this meeting. She will assist

in opening communications between OCG and the Department of Concessions.

6. After Mr. Kobayashi’s presentation, Mr. Barrera expressed his department’s full

cooperation to the Project. His team also said that they would provide presentations

on PBCs that they manage and suggested OCG visit the “Global Contracts” site.

7. MOP and OCG agreed to hold a meeting that will tentatively take place on Friday
November 26 at 9:00 am at the MOP’s office. Mr. Gildemeister will coordinate with Mr.

Barrera’s team to confirm the meeting.
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8. MOP will pick up some contractors those own rich experiences of PBC projects and

introduce them to OCG.

9. Mr. Barrera inquired due date of completion of filling the questionnaires those were

sent by JICA/OCG. Mr. Kobayashi answered that early completion will be much

appreciated. However, OCG also understood some items will take time to complete.

OCG will follow up till the completion.

End 
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda In person meeting - Conservation Department (Chile) 
Date & Time Friday, 26 / Nov / 2021 09:00 – 10:20 
Venue Ministry of Public Works-HQ (MOP-HQ) 

Participants 

- Conservation Dept., Sub-directorate of Maintenance, Directorate of
Roads

Mr. Mario Anguita Medel, Deputy Director of Maintenance 
Mr. Oscar Garrido Pineda, Engineer 

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. The meeting began with an official photo of both teams.

2. Mr. Kobayashi began the meeting by informing the MOP team that he had a few

questions regarding the presentation on “Mixed Global Contracts”.

3. The questions and answers are listed below:

1. Where in the Ministry's organizational structure is the General Directorate of

Concessions located? ¿En qué parte del organigrama cae la Dirección General

de Concesiones?

a. The General Directorate of Concessions is one of three General

Directorates within the Ministry. The Department of Conservation is part

of the Sub-directorate of Maintenance which is part of the Directorate

of Roads, which falls under the General Directorate of Public Works.

2. What is a “Basic Intermediate Road”? ¿Qué son caminos básicos e

intermedios?

a. A Basic Intermediate Road is a type of road that meets certain

economic requirements (number of road users per day) and is therefore

subject to improvements that require some degree of planning and

engineering. For example, a non-paved road may become a basic

intermediate road if it reaches a certain threshold of daily users (approx.

400 vehicles). When it passes this threshold, improvements can be

made in the form of a thin layer of asphalt (or others depending on its

geographical characteristics and availability of materials). These

improvements require some sort of planning and project execution. The

difference with paved roads (asphalt and concrete) lies in the thickness

of material layers.
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b. On the other hand, Basic Solution Roads are those that use cheaper

pavements such as asphalt seals, stabilizers, among others. These are

oriented to low-traffic roads with an average daily traffic of less than 200

vehicles. They are not maintained under CGNS.

3. What are “Protection Layers”? ¿Qué son capas de protección?

a. Protection layers are asphalt mixes that are applied to granular layers

to protect and improve their conditions.

4. What is a “Stabilized Granular Layer”? ¿Qué es un granular estabilizado?

a. The stabilized granular layers correspond to a basic solution that is

characterized by the application of some type of binder or soil stabilizer

(salts (Sodium Chloride (salt) and Magnesium Chloride (bischophyte)),

asphalt, concrete, mining chemicals or others, depending on the area’s

characteristics and availability of materials) that keeps the soil more

cohesive.

5. On slide 6, what is the difference between “Paved Roads w/ concessions” and

“Concessioned Network in operation”? En la diapositiva 6, ¿cuál es la

diferencia entre “red pavimentada con concesiones” y “red concesionada en

explotación?

a. “Paved Roads w/ Concessions” refers to the total road network

including concessions while “Concessioned Network in Operation” only

refers to concessioned networks.

6. On slide 9, we need a breakdown of CG and CGNS. En la diapositiva 9,

necesitamos distinguir las cifras entre CG y CGNS.

a. The exact numbers will be shared by the Ministry of Public Works. Mr.

Garrido gave a rough estimate that 44,000 km of roads are under Mixed

Global Contracts (CGNS) while the remaining 3,500 km are under

Global contracts (CG). Mr. Garrido made it clear that the figures used

are dynamic and will vary depending on the date measured.

(The roads lengths by the contract schemes were respectively indicated

at  45,331km of  CGNS and 2,213km of GC at a later day.)

7. Total Km on slide 9 does not match the Total Km on slide 6. El total de KM de

la diapositiva 9 no coincide con la diapositiva 6.

a. As Mr Garrido explained previously, the total kilometers will vary

depending on the date of measurement. The variation in the total

network of Global contracts can vary is given by the fact that some

contracts may end and may not be reinstated to operative status

immediately. This is why there may be time gaps in such occasions,
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which in turn translates to a lower value of the total network covered 

during that gap. Contracts are continuously changing, therefore 

numbers will be constantly changing. 

8. Can we clarify the difference between the types of contracts? ¿Podrían

decirnos cuáles son las diferencias entre los contratos?

a. Conservación Global (CG): refers to contracts that only take into

consideration Unit Price series in case of implementing routine and

periodic maintenance works.

b. Conservación Global Mixtos (CGNS): refers to contracts that take both

Unit Price series (in case of implementing routine and periodic

maintenance work) and lump sum payments based on performance (in

case of meeting required service levels).

9. Do slides 13 and 14 refer to payments or work? En las diapositivas 13 y 14,

¿se refieren a las obras o los pagos?

a. Both. Global Mixed Contracts are received 1  by the Treasury on a

monthly basis for routine maintenance and once per year for periodic

works, and every two months for service level tasks. In each of these

receptions (monthly, annual and every two months), a commission of

two public sector professionals is appointed to verify the amount of work

executed for unit prices series and compliance levels for service level

tasks. Payments will be made monthly by adding the routine and

periodic tasks carried out in said period. Every two months, said

payment will increase due to the inclusion of the payments regarding

the service level tasks.

10. Breakdown of values on slide 22. ¿Podrían darnos los valores para cada tipo

de contrato?

a. The Ministry of Public Works will provide this figure via email.

4. Mr. Kobayashi asked for suggestions on roads to survey. The MOP will send over

suggested roads via email. MOP said that if road survey is carried out during the week,

they can accompany Mr. Kobayashi and provide further information on the selected

roads.

5. Mr. Kobayashi asked to be contacted with contractors who are working under Global

Mixed Contracts in order to set up a meeting. MOP said they will provide contact

information via email.

1 Also ‘receptions’. Term used in Chile to indicate that a project, work or maintenance has been 
approved and signed off by a Government Institution. 
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Commitments: 
- Ministry of Public Works:

- Will aim to have the project questionnaire ready by Wednesday December 1.

- Will send a suggested road for surveying via email.

- Will send contact information for contractors under Global Mixed Contract via

email.

End 
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda In person meeting - Concessions Department (Chile) 
Date & Time Friday, 26 / Nov / 2021 10:40 – 11:20 
Venue Ministry of Public Works, Annex 

Participants 

- Ministry of Public Works of Chile (MOP)
Ms. Jimena López, Head of the Department of Road Works Operations,
Operations Division, General Directorate of Concessions
Ms. María José Galleguillos, Technical Advisor, Department of Road
Works Operations, Operations Division, General Directorate of
Concessions

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
● The meeting began with Mr. Kobayashi thanking Ms. Lopez for taking the meeting.

● Mr. Kobayashi proceeded to ask questions about how concessions operate in Chile.

The questions and answers are listed below:

○ Where can we find administrative bases for concession contracts?

■ These documents are online. The MOP will provide links to access the

necessary documentation.

○ How does maintenance work within concession contracts?

■ Maintenance requirements and service levels are established in the

bidding conditions for the concession contracts. It is expected that the

contractor in charge of the concession will constantly maintain the roads

and highways in accordance with the provisions of the bases. In older

contracts, the concessionaire must submit a yearly report on the control

and monitoring of the condition of the pavement, indicating the condition

of the road surface, surface irregularity, rutting, cracking, potholes, slip

resistance, among others (this report is not public information). The new

contracts establish service levels, in which the information and

measures on the state of the network must be constantly updated.

Notwithstanding, the Government Inspector (MOP) may request the

National Highway Laboratory (official laboratory) to carry out the

measurements it deems appropriate in the concessioned network in

order to establish the official parameters. This information is compared

with the information of the concession company. In general, in the event
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of non-compliance with the requirements and required thresholds, fines 

will be applied when appropriate (fines are public information). 

○ How long do concessions last and what is the contractor responsible for?

■ Normally, road concessions last at least 20 to 30 years. Anything less

is not viable, due to the size of the Projects, since the concession holder

is responsible for designing, obtaining environmental permits and

executing the construction of the road works, a process that lasts

approximately 6 years, after which comes the period of operation of the

contract.

○ What kind of firms bid to win the concessions?

■ Bidders generally tend to be conglomerates of international companies,

as the size and scope of the contracts are often too large for any Chilean

company to manage. The international conglomerates come mainly

from Spain and Italy, and recently a conglomerate from China has won

the tender for a contract. However, the norm requires that a concession

company be formed in Chile and be governed by Chilean legislation.

○ What work is included in the bidding conditions for the concession contracts?

■ The bidding rules include the conceptual design that is prepared by the

Ministry of Public Works (MOP) and, normally, the contract winners are

responsible for designing and developing the Project in detail and

obtaining construction permits, environmental approval and then build

the project. They also establish the rights and obligations of the

contracting parties and govern for the duration of the Project.

○ Which highways do you recommend for us to survey for the project?

■ The recommended highways are the Santiago - Talca route and the

urban highways within Santiago. The MOP will provide contacts via

email of the contractors that manage the roads to guide the surveying.

Commitments: 
- MOP:

- Provide contact information with those in charge of the Santiago - Talca

concession via email.

- Will provide links to the Administrative Bases and Service Levels via email.

End 
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Meeting Memo 

Meeting Agenda In person meeting - Intervial ISA (Route No.5 South: Santiago - Talca 
Concession Section)  

Date & Time Monday, 6 / Dec / 2021 15:00 – 16:30 
Venue Intervial ISA Offices (Angostura Toll Booth Area) 

Participants 

- Ministry of Public Works
Mr. Hector Villacura Ocampo, Government Inspector (Santiago - Talca)

- Intervial ISA (The Concessionaire)
Mr. Daniel Padilla Gutiérrez, Deputy Manager of Infrastructure
Mr. Claudio Fonseca Ibarra, Chief of Major Conservations

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. The meeting began with Mr. Kobayashi thanking the Government Inspector and ISA

for receiving us at the concessionaire's offices.

2. Mr. Kobayashi asked who owns the office where the meeting was held. Mr. Villacura

(Government Inspector) replied that they are the offices of ISA and that he manages

two teams of consultants, one for operations and the other for construction. These two

teams have separate offices. Approximately 20 people are part of the operations

advisory team and 15 of the construction team.

3. Mr. Kobayashi asked what type of works the construction advisors supervise, to which

Mr. Villacura replied that the road widening works such as installation of the 3rd lanes

on both sides and new construction of the service roads.

4. Mr. Kobayashi asked ISA about the start of the concession and its duration. Mr. Padilla

commented that they were awarded the contract in 1999 and immediately began with

construction. He explained that a 25-year contract duration was initially projected

(ending in 2024), however, it was modified. Currently, the contract operates under a

‘variable period’, which means that the contract will end once accumulated revenue

came from the toll fees meet the investment amount. Currently, it is estimated that it

will end in the year 2032.

5. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the country of origin of the company that owns the

concession. Mr. Padilla informed that ISA is a Colombian company that has recently

been bought by another Colombian company called Ecopetrol.

6. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the size of the road network handled by the concession.

Mr. Padilla responded that they operate approximately 237 km, of which 190 km
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correspond to Ruta 5 Sur and 47 km to the southern access to Santiago. Mr. Kobayashi 

asked if it is one of the larger routes in Chile to which they answered that within the 

category of interurban routes, it is one of the largest in length, and in traffic volume of 

heavy vehicles.  

7. Mr. Kobayashi asked how road surveying works. Mr. Padilla responded by saying that

the concessionaire must generate an annual report with the overall status of the road.

The report contains information on compliance status of the responsible road elements.

In particular, the pavement condition is measured by various parameters (e.g. IRI,

cracks, skid resistance, etc). The other elements (e.g. drainages, signs, road markings,

etc) will be required to remain the same conditions at the construction completion. The

report is sent to the Government Inspector.

The advisory team (usually consultant) on behalf of the Government also conducts

inspection work by using the same parameters on randomly chosen segments to

examine correctness of the submitted report.

8. ISA/Government Inspector explained that recovery works from large disasters will be

allocated by insurance.

9. Mr. Kobayashi inquired about the determination of toll prices. Mr. Padilla answered

that the concessionaire adjusts prices annually according to inflation, corresponding

cost estimates and traffic volume forecast. The adjustment formula is established in

the concession contract and must be analyzed by the Government Inspector and his

team prior to its approval.

10. Mr. Kobayashi inquired about the use and operation of the weighing stations. Mr.

Padilla and Mr. Villacura responded that two weighing stations were built by the

concession company (at km 62 and 144), which were then transferred to the

Directorate of Roads for operation. All heavy trucks must pass through the weighing

stations. Typically, most vehicles meet the requirements. In the event that they don’t

and the weight is substantially greater than what is allowed, they will have to remain at

the station and another truck will have to help lighten the load. On the other hand, the

vehicle will be able to continue driving by paying fines, if the excess weight is not so

significant. There are camera systems that fine trucks that do not go through weighing.

They highlighted that only the trucks that pass through the two weighing points are

weighed. Those who enter and leave the highway without crossing through these

points cannot be weighed.

11. Finally, Mr. Kobayashi asked about traffic volume during the pandemic. Mr. Villacura

responded that during the quarantines, the flow of personal vehicles decreased

considerably. In that period, the flow of heavy vehicles transporting merchandise

increased slightly. After the end of the quarantines, the flow of personal vehicles has
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increased by around 10-15% compared to 2019 because people are not using public 

transport services. 

Commitments: 
- Mr. Villacura will send the Santiago - Talca Concession Contract in digital format to

facilitate its translation into English.

- Mr. Villacura will send the organization chart of the concession project.

End 
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda In person meeting - MASERCO 
Date & Time Tuesday, 7 / Dec / 2021 10:00 – 11:15 
Venue MASERCO (Alcalde Guzman 1400, Quilicura, Santiago) 

Participants 

- MASERCO
Mr. Cristian Kraemer, General Manager
Mr. Mauricio Salinas, Head of Operations Illapel

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. Mr. Kobayashi began the meeting by thanking the MASERCO representatives for

conducting the interview at their offices.

2. Mr. Kraemer began by referring to how MASERCO operates under Global Contracts

(CG). He explained that due to MASERCO's size (approx. 450 staffs), they do not see

CGs as a highly profitable investment. MASERCO uses mixed contracts as an

opportunity to establish operations in a certain area during the four years that these

contracts tend to last. By constantly winning the CG bids for a specific area, MASERCO

can establish its operations, plants and machinery in the same place, which is more

efficient in terms of costs. In turn, this allows them to apply for and obtain larger

contracts in that same area that are more profitable investments for a company of its

size. He explained that CGs are designed for smaller companies. Mr. Kraemer also

made clear that the key to operating under CGs is to maximize efficiency. These

contracts are supervised by a Government Inspector and a team of advisors who can

be overwhelmed by the network’s size. Because of this, MASERCO anticipates their

supervision requirements and informs them of deficiencies that have been repaired

before they are noticed by the Inspector.

3. Mr. Kraemer explained that they have been present in Illapel1 for 25 years, an area

where they handle 6 contracts of different sizes (2 are CG). Their presence in this

specific area allows them to lower operating costs and make more competitive offers

in contracts open to bidding.

4. Mr. Kraemer explained why they participate in bids for Mixed Global Contracts (CGNS).

One of the benefits (additional to maintaining their presence in the area) is that it allows

1 Illapel is a city which is part of the Choapa Province which is in the Coquimbo Region (400km north of Santiago 
approx.). The Choapa Province has an area of 10,131 km2 and a population of 90,670 (population density of 8.95 
hab/km2). 
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them to anticipate costs. This means that the structure and length of the contract 

makes it easier for them to buy materials and supplies when they deem appropriate 

and save the excesses that are not used immediately for the execution of different 

works. 

5. Mr. Kraemer referred to the modifications that can occur during the course of a CGNS.

In certain instances, one of the parties (government or contractor) may request a repair

and / or construction within a specific segment (one of the reasons could be that the

community requested it from one of the parties). When this occurs, the modification

must be approved by both parties. In the event that the modification is proposed by the

government, MASERCO (and any company in its position) must accept the

modification if its cost does not exceed 30% of the value established in the contract for

that year. In the event that MASERCO requests a modification, it must be approved by

the regional authority if it is less than $ 125 million pesos (USD 150,000) and by the

Minister of Public Works if it is greater than that amount. Getting the Minister's

signature can be a slow process that takes several months. MASERCO described this

as a bottleneck.

6. Mr. Kobayashi consulted Mr. Kraemer on how payments work. One of the problems

that companies like MASERCO face is that they are required by law to pay employees

and suppliers within 30 days while the government does it in 60 days. This means that

there is a delay in payments that can have dire consequences for companies that do

not have funds to cover these expenses. Many times they must resort to factoring

companies (companies that advance the payment of invoices in exchange for a

percentage of the invoice) to maintain a cash flow that allows them to remain

operational. He also mentioned that the government does not make advance payments

during contracts, so companies are responsible for setting up operations and financing

them during the first 60 days. According to him, this is a significant barrier to entry as

a lot of start-up capital is required to cover these expenses. Although CGNS are aimed

at smaller companies, this type of barrier to entry limits who can participate.

7. Mr. Kraemer explained how the different categories of companies work for these types

of contracts. MASERCO is a first-class company in most specialty areas, which means

that it has expertise in each specific category.

8. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the extent of the CGNS that MASERCO manages. Mr.

Kraemer replied that they operate a 333 km network. He added that they have 450

employees who come from remote areas of Chile, so they have a very important

responsibility in the communities where they operate. He stressed that for many

employees it is the only possible source of income so they must ensure the continuity

of their operations despite delays in payments from the government.
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9. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the training MASERCO provides to its employees and if

they would be willing to receive training from the government. Mr. Kraemer responded

that they only train employees who have specific tasks (he mentioned topographic

surveyors as an example), and they do so depending on the specific needs of each

contract. He commented that he would not be willing to receive training from the

government since the way they operate is different. Mr. Salinas said when comparing

MASERCO's work with that of government teams, MASERCO operates more

efficiently.

10. MASERCO mentioned that one of potential risks of longer term contracts was an

inflation risk. Inflation rate (%) during the contract period is calculated on Consumer

Price Index (CPI). However, the inflation rates among construction industries (e.g.

machineries, asphalt, cement, fuel, etc) shows different trends with CPI. In years prior

to the pandemic, Chile’s inflation rate was constantly around 3% and it currently stands

at 7% (construction materials’ prices have outpaced the CPI consistently, increasing

costs while payment remains relatively stable). The gap between the above 2 rates

brings an uncertain element in terms of financial management of the contract.

11. In the initial 6 months of the new president's period, agreements of new contracts will

be suspended while incoming teams review the previous government’s work. The

payments for existing contracts continue as planned.

12. 5% of payments will remain secured by the government until completion of the contract

for ensuring substantial work completion of the contractor till the last moment.

Commitments: 
- MASERCO will send the document that shows its classification for the categories in

which it operates.

End 
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda Meeting between OC Global & BITUMIX 
Date & Time Monday, 10 / Dec / 2021 09:30 – 10:30  
Venue Remote 

Participants 

- BITUMIX
Mr. Oscar Plaza, Chief Technician

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. The meeting began with Mr. Kobayashi thanking Mr. Plaza for taking the time to attend

this meeting.

2. Mr. Kobayashi proceeded to ask about BITUMIX’s answer to Q2: advantages of using

CGNS. Mr. Plaza mentioned that service level and unit price series works tend to be

balanced at around 50% (the specific number will depend on the contract

requirements), therefore the risk of payment flows suddenly ending is "relatively" under

control. He added that contractors can spread out their work throughout the duration

of the contract to have more efficient operations.

3. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the answer to Q3 (the disadvantages of using CGNS) and

how bimonthly commissions operate. Mr. Plaza clarified that the bimonthly

commissions tend to have irregular criteria for evaluating compliance of service levels.

It is common for commission members to vary over the duration of the contract, so it

is hard to meet different subjective criteria. Commissions should base at least part of

their decisions on reports filed by Government Inspectors (who inspect regularly over

the 60 days), yet they tend to rely solely on their on site visits (done once and in a

randomly chosen road segment). Because of this, the commission's decisions tend to

be more important than the Government Inspector’s. There is a power struggle

between both entities and normally, the party with higher experience (which is normally

the commission) is the final voice. He added that the disparity of criteria on behalf of

the commissions makes managing the contract complex since it is very difficult to

achieve a standard that is subjective or that goes beyond the requirements of the

technical specifications. Furthermore, in certain works or areas, companies are

benefited by "relaxed" commissions and in other places suffer due to “strict”

commissions. Not being able to foresee how we’ll be evaluated forces contractors to

increase prices to compensate for the uncertainty.
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4. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the mentioned ‘administrative closure’. To this, Mr. Plaza

answered that when executing the Administrative closure and final settlement of the

contract (review of all formal documents for the duration of the contract), contractors

face the challenge of resurfacing 4 years of administrative documents which can be

impossible to comply with as it is common to lose trace of documents within our

systems (it is normal for staff changes to occur within both party, causing documents

to be lost forever). This forces the State to make use of payment guarantees which is

a high cost for the contractors. Smaller contractors face the risk of suffering important

financial losses because banks will not work with contractors who have not formally

‘closed’ their previous contracts. A simple solution to this would be to create a shared

cloud server where contractors and government can upload documents in real time.

5. Mr. Kobayashi referred to Q4 and the risks of CGNS and so-called ‘collapsed roads’.

Mr. Plaza said that the transfer of deficient infrastructure that it is no longer possible to

maintain from the previous contractor to the new ones is an important risk. On

occasions, previous contractors abandon the contract and therefore leave

infrastructure in poor condition for new contractors. Mr. Plaza added that there are also

issues with determining whether a damaged road will require to be reconstructed or

maintained. Current regulations say that if 40% of a road is damaged, it must be

reconstructed, but it doesn’t specify the type of damage. When bidding for a contract,

it is difficult to estimate which roads will require reconstruction and to budget

accordingly. We tend to include this cost into our proposals but other companies don’t,

which greatly reduces their costs (and they simply maintain a damaged road).

6. Mr. Kobayashi proceeded to ask about Q9 and the meeting mentioned in BITUMIX’s

answer. Mr. Plaza clarified that use of CGNS began with pilot programs to carry out

initial testing and evaluation. The initial model was discarded and a new one was

implemented 10 years ago with no input from the private sector –it was very deficient.

Different stakeholders from the MOP, the Chilean Construction Chamber, contractors,

consultants and officials who participated in bimonthly commissions, came together

and suggested modifications which were taken into consideration. Mr. Plaza said that

there are currently no periodic meetings held, even though this would be of great

benefit for the industry.

7. Mr. Kobayashi asked about the answer to Q12 and whether these contracts allow for

innovation. Mr. Plaza replied that Government Inspectors will only evaluate what is

explicitly in the contract, therefore if they wish to innovate to improve the road network,

these will not be considered by the inspector. This means that it is an ineffective way

to invest our resources. He added that BITUMIX has considered implementing these
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types of contracts in other areas of work, such as to help maintain private road 

networks for forest and mining companies in Chile (current models are ineffective). 

8. Mr. Kobayashi inquired about the demarcation of duties mentioned in Q13. To this, Mr.

Plaza said that they have very little information on road conditions before beginning

their operations. He stated that they should strive to have more balanced information

with the Government as this would take some risk out of our operations.

9. Mr. Kobayashi ended with a final question on the initial 60 days that are required to set

up operations within CGNS and whether that period is inspected under unit price series

or service level. Mr. Plaza said that the initial 60 days are not inspected. It is the period

where they have to invest heavily in the roads to bring them up to operating standards

according to the service levels set in the contracts. Contractors must consider these

60 days as an investment cost and tend to spread the cost throughout the entire

duration of the contract. Unexperienced or smaller companies can suffer by failing to

consider the financial impact of these first 60 days.

Commitments: 
- Mr. Plaza agreed to send over BITUMIX’s categorization according to the MOP’s

standards (sent)

End 
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Meeting Memo 

Meeting Agenda Meeting between OC Global & FLESA (Contractor) 

Date & Time Monday, 11 / April / 2022 9:30 – 11:00 
Venue Avenida Apoquindo 6550, 10th Floor, Santiago - FLESAN HQ 

Participants 

- FLESAN
Ms. María Bernardita Pérez, Operations Manager
Mr. Mauricio Rojas, Operations Manager

- Oriental Consultants Global (OCG)
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant)
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile)

Notes: 
1. The meeting began with Mr. Rojas and Ms. Pérez welcoming Mr. Kobayashi to the

FLESAN HQ. They introduced themselves and provided background information on

the company: FLESAN has existed for over 40 years, initially as a demolition company,

and experienced exponential growth over the past 10 years as they expanded into new

areas. In 2010, the FLESAN Group created a construction subsidiary which they

registered with the Ministry of Public Works (MPW) in order to participate in contract

bidding. They had some experience operating Global Contracts and then naturally

transitioned towards Mixed Global Contracts  (CGNS) when they were introduced by

the MPW. They viewed it as a small niche opportunity and at one point had 22 contracts

under management (they currently operate 12 contracts).

2. The benefits of operating CGNS include the fact that they are small contracts which

allow them to operate in specific areas and with a fixed team for a prolonged period of

time (4 years). This also allows FLESAN to have a presence in areas where they are

working on other projects and/or contracts.

3. Ms. Pérez provided insight on the implementation of CGNS by the MPW, as she

worked there when this happened. Initially, the MPW oversaw and maintained roads

through service levels. They realized that it was inefficient for them to do so and it also

caused them to lose money. Because of this, they decided to open CGNS to

contractors.

4. For FLESAN, the main disadvantage of CGNS is how dependent workflows are on

relationships between the different stakeholders, mainly contractors and Government

Inspectors (GI). Mr. Rojas and Ms. Pérez stated that a good relationship with the GIs

is key to have proper operations. Unfortunately, good relationships aren’t always

possible and working with GIs can be hard.
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5. Regarding the risk of working with CGNS, they said that contractors bear 100% of it.

Again, they mentioned that the relationship with the GI is very important. A bad working

relationship may result in the GI being very “strict” when inspecting roads and applying

fines, which may result in a contractor losing money throughout the duration of the

contract. The FLESAN representatives also mentioned that GI designation to each

specific contract is also a risk. On occasions, the GI might be inexperienced or

unprofessional, which will in turn affect how the working relationship develops.

6. The main issue that occurs during bidding stages is the differences in information. For

example: the contractor is responsible for researching the status of the road network,

however, there is some infrastructure information that they cannot access. Another

problem which has become more common due to the pandemic is high inflation and,

consequently, rising costs of materials. These are not taken into consideration in

contracts. Aside from these specific points, the bidding process works well and is very

transparent.

7. The FLESAN representatives said there is no negotiation stage.

8. Regarding the problems encountered during the implementation stage, Mr. Rojas

again mentioned the difficult relationship with GIs. In the early months of each contract,

when they are installing operations, some GIs have been harder to work with. Normally,

the GI sets the tone for the expected service levels of maintenance, so if work meetings

cannot be arranged, the GI might request the company to change its way of operation

after a few months. The FLESAN representatives also mentioned that working with

inexperienced GI can be troublesome as they have a hard time balancing requests,

demands and pressure from local communities and authorities.

9. When asked about the problems during payment stages, FLESAN representatives

said that they don’t get paid in the first two months of the year, even if contracts

stipulate that payments will be carried out monthly. This is accepted as a normal

practice. They also mentioned that payment flows might be interrupted during the

course of the year because of the way they are structured in the MPW’s budget. The

MPW allocates pools of resources for various CGNS in each of Chile’s regions (these

pools are called BIPs). The MPW artificially caps the size of these resources for

payments in order to make sure it is spent in its entirety1. This artificial budget cap

means that contracting firms may not receive full payment during the year and must

1 This responds to how budgets are managed in the Chilean Government, not just the MPW. 
Whenever any government department fails to spend the entirety of the budget that they are… 
allocated, they will lose those resources for next year’s budget. The rationale is that the unused 
resources could have been used for other government expenses. Because of this, departments would 
rather ask for limited budgets and spend all of it, than ask for large budgets and have leftover 
resources. 
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wait for budget reallocations (a slow and bureaucratic process which may last 2-3 

months). Contractors could file a formal complaint, though they choose not to in order 

to not deteriorate relationships with the government. The issues with payment flows 

are considered to be part of the risks of operating CGNS. 

10. Regarding personnel training, the representatives of FLESAN said that they did not

offer periodic or formal training to their on-site workers because the operations are very

simple. They do offer training to managers on strategic planning, maintaining

appropriate relationships with stakeholders and that executives attend conferences

and seminars held by the MPW and other local organizations (these were more

common before the pandemic).

11. When asked if they achieved technical improvements through the implementation of

CGNS, the FLESAN representatives stated that the duration of these contracts allows

them to improve the efficiency of their teams. The duration also allows the teams to

get to know local stakeholders and improve relationships with suppliers and local

authorities. They also become very familiar with the road network, allowing them to

operate proficiently.

12. When asked if the demarcation of duties between the “client” and the “contractor” is

fair, both representatives said no. The main issue, as they mentioned before, is that

the contractor bears 100% of the risk associated with the contract. This risk includes

the subjective interpretation of service levels by the responsible GI.

13. The FLESAN representatives stated that they are interested in continuing to operate

CGNS. The problems mentioned during the interview are the same for all contractors,

not specific to FLESAN.

14. Ms. Pérez said that opportunities of work have remained the same post-CGNS, that

returns on investments have decreased, contracts are a little less attractive, technical

capabilities have remained the same and risks associated with the contracts have

increased.

15. To end the interview, Mr. Kobayashi asked about the number of employees in FLESAN.

Mr. Rojas said that FLESAN Group has around 3,500 employees (60% in Chile and

the rest in Peru), of which 600 work with CGNS (approximately 50 per contract).

Commitments: 
- None

End 
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Meeting Memo 
Meeting Agenda Remote meeting - Ministry of Public Works (Chile) 
Date & Time Thursday, 19 / Jan / 2023 08:00 – 09:00 (Chile Time)  
Venue Remote 

Participants 

Conservation Dept., Sub-directorate of Maintenance, Directorate of 
Roads, Ministry of Public Works (MPW) 
Mr. Sergio Vargas, Deputy Director, Sub-Directorate of Maintenance 
Mr. Oscar Garrido Pineda, Head, Conservation Dept. 

JICA 
Mr. Shuntaro KAWAHARA, Senior Advisor, JICA-HQ 
Ms. Toshimi KOBAYASHI, Representative JICA Chile 

Oriental Consultants Global (OCG) 
Mr. Hiroaki KOBAYASHI (Chief Consultant) 
Mr. Makoto NOZAWA (Deputy Chief Consultant) 
Mr. Max Gildemeister (Project Assistant – Chile) 

Theme Presentation on the Research Outcome 

Notes: 
1. Mr. Kobayashi began the meeting by welcoming Mr. Oscar Garrido and Mr. Sergio

Vargas and thanking them for attending.

2. Mr. Kobayashi proceeded to the Power Point presentation. At first, he introduced the

study and followed it by defining key terms such as Conventional Road Maintenance

Contracts and PBC.

3. He then presented the benefits of PBC to different stakeholders, as well as going over

the issues and disadvantages that can arise from PBCs.

4. Part two of the presentation focused on the research content. First, Mr. Kobayashi

introduced the research and its purpose. He also went over the outline and the

countries involved.

5. Then, Mr. Kobayashi reviewed the results and lessons learned from the research. He

presented the appropriate risk mitigation as established by the ADB. This was followed

by an analysis of the PBC implementation process.

6. Mr. Kobayashi outlined the major issues and solutions observed in the PBC

implementation process based on a WB report and their case study in Kenya.

7. Later, the case study results in the study’s target countries were presented, with an

emphasis on Chile.

8. This was followed by a classification of case studies based on risk and the effects,

issues, and lessons learned in target countries.
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9. Finally, Mr. Kobayashi went over the JICA Technical Cooperation Projects. In this case,

the information was not relevant to Chile due to its advanced nature in terms of

implementing PBC. This section was merely informative.

10. After the presentation, Mr. Garrido stated that Chile’s experience with PBC has been

very positive, and was pleased to hear an outsider’s perspective. In particular, he

mentioned that he was excited to learn that Chile’s experience would be very valuable

for developing countries.

11. JICA Senior Advisor said that Chile’s case is very informative because of the number

of PBC under implementation. For developing countries, one of the main issues is the

difficulty of implementation with government funds. Kenya managed to do this. JICA

helps with developing documents, processes, and other aspects, but cannot be

responsible for the entire implementation process. JICA’s role is that of an assistant.

12. Mr. Garrido said that Chile is working on further developing and improving the PBC

application. Inspections are still visual and they are looking to develop better inspection

processes. To do that, they are still defining what the country’s requirements are. Mr.

Garrido also stated that Chile is implementing an asset management software that

would greatly assist in the maintenance of all road assets under the Ministry’s

supervision.

13. JICA Senior Advisor agreed that inspections are very relevant for proper

implementation. Visual inspection is still useful and it is encouraging to learn that new

methods are being pursued. He mentioned that because Japan does not implement

PBCs in the same way, Chile’s experience has been very helpful.

14. Mr. Garrido mentioned that they take pride in Chile’s implementation and hope that

they will continue down this path in the future. They were happy to learn that the

information was useful and will help developing countries.

15. JICA Senior Advisor ended the meeting by stating that JICA holds online training

courses for developing countries. He asked if Chile would be willing to participate as a

teacher for other countries. Mr. Garrido said that Chile would be willing to both teach

and attend as a participant to learn more about other countries' experiences.

16. This concluded the meeting.

Commitments: 
- JICA/OCG:

- Will send the presentation, further information, and results on the study to

Chile’s MPW.

End 
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